
Hello my favorite LifeBookers!!
First things first: CONGRATS on getting some actionables
on paper!!! I know some of you might've been tempted to
skip this part of the process, but y'all, this is just about the
only way to achieve those big-daddy dreaming-big goals.
We've got to break it down before we can build it all up into
something real.
We celebrate your actionable achievements, and talk
about the Month-Making process in a little video I made
just for youuuuuuu on our session four page!
OH! And second things second: Some of you are going
through this course in the middle of the year. That's totally okay! Start where you are. If it's
March, start with a month-page for March, then April, etc. Don't feel like you need to start your
month-section with January. It's cool. Use your LifeBook as it suits you best.
So, let's tackle this year one month at a time!
In this session, we are going to build our Month Section of the LifeBook. This section has a
page for each month, and works as sort of an overview sheet. These are important because
they merge your important big picture information with a timeline for the year. It helps you have
a monthly overview, with chunks of what you want to focus on and work through and
remember for that month. The information will vary from month to month, depending on the
projects and pace of life. For example: December might include a list of gift ideas for your
favorite people, as well as dates for holiday parties and a note to celebrate moments from your
amazing days list in your Collection section, and begin to build your LifeBook for the upcoming
year.

These month pages hold two types of information:
1) You can collect information specific to the month (actionables,
deadlines, books to read, clients to connect with, projects for the
month, etc)
2) You can use each month to focus on one particular area of
personal growth/development. I call these my "month themes."
So, we're going to start by wrapping our minds around the month
theme concept. These month themes are quite possibly my favorite
element of my LifeBook system, and I want to give y'all the full scope
of their power!
Imagine what would happen if you dedicated each month to a self-expansive concept. Imagine
the sense of momentum and success. Imagine the adventure of discovery and growth.

LifeBooking!
Session Four: The Magic of Month-Making!



I use "Month Themes" as a discipline for exploring things that expand and enrich my
life. They keep me growing and moving forward in my life-categories. They are an easy way to
invest in myself. This is my personal take on the "word for the year" discipline that many
people use. They pick a word as their theme for the year, and then run with it for twelve
months. Can I be honest? I used to envy people who embraced and grew from this word-for-
the-year focus. I attempted it, but I found myself bored within three months, and by six months
I had completely forgotten about the word. It didn't feel like momentum or growth to me. It felt
sort of swampy. But I'm just talking about *me* and am not knocking the beautiful patient
power of having a focus for an entire year. If the word for the year suits you, by all means go
for it! Make an entire section devoted to your theme for the year! (See? This LifeBook system
can be whatever you need it to be.)
Now, back to my approach to the month-themes: Sometimes I pick a month-theme from the
smaller goals I have in my life categories (ex: for health, I might choose a theme of "raw-living"
and spend a month on a whole-food, raw-food diet, and add extras that compliment other
meanings of the word "raw" to expand the theme). I may also choose a theme based on
spiritual or personal interests, or pull from other curiosities. The books I read for that month, as
well as the journal topics I write about often reflect the theme. My artwork may build on the
theme as well.
These month-themes are a way for me to stay focused and dig deeper for a "doable" length of
time. I don't get overwhelmed or bored by the idea of focusing on one thing for a year. That
feels too slow for me, and it doesn't suit my curiosity.
So I invite you to journey with yourself one month at a time, exploring self-expansive topics
and activities. See how you feel after a few months of growing and expanding!

Homework
1) Take a minute to think through some possible month themes, and maybe start a list in
your "Collections" section for potential theme ideas. Here are some questions to help you get
started (These are also included in the PDF worksheet for this section.):
• Which of my category goals might work as a month-long focus?
• What topics do I want to learn more about?
• What books/ideas do I want to study?
• Are there any habits I'd like to build into my life?
• Do I have any interests or hobbies I would like to explore for a month?

2) Then start to fill in your month pages:
1. Note a couple of the themes you'd like to explore in the first few months.
2. Plan your first quarter, adding month theme content (like we did in the worksheet).
3. Add actionables that fall in that month, important dates, birthdays, etc
4. Include other elements like books, biz goals, etc.

I would suggest starting simply when it comes to filling in your month pages. They are not
exhaustive, but function like a "month-at-a-glance" page to keep you on course. They will
become more useful as you tweak your LifeBook and get a better idea of how you want to use
it to focus. However, if you need more ideas: These are some of the elements I include in my



month-pages, although I don't use all of these elements at once.
• Goals for the month
• Ideas for the month theme exploration
• Important dates (Birthdays, anniversaries, remembrances)
• Big projects & Deadlines.
• Patrons and commissions to work on.
• Thank you note recipients.
• Reading list (I add these as I go, keeping track of all the books I read in that month.)

And a few more possible elements for your month: PICK A FEW that resonate with your life:
http://mandythompson.com/lifebook-idea-bank/ password: lifebookers
Again, I want to emphasize that this is a very customizable section of the LifeBook. Paint the
"big-picture" of your months however you'd like. Go with what works for you! & If you can
make it work for you then it will work!

While we're scheduling big-picture items, let's talk about the usefulness of regular reviews. I
mentioned these early on in Session One, as they are one of the features that keep me
focused and adapting throughout the year. At the end of each month, I take a moment to look
back on what I learned from that month's theme. I also plan a quarterly check-in to evaluate my
progress and give myself permission to adjust as needed, taking my big-daddy dreaming-big
goals 90 days at a time. If you would like to include scheduled reviews, add them every few
months.
Take some time to just soak up the strength and power of your month pages. You should be
off to a strong start with the first few months, knowing what's ahead and what you'll be focusing
on. You can see where your actionables fall in the timeline of your month, and you can see
how your year will unfold one month at a time, all while you expand and grow in your own way.
Yay!! Doesn't that feel good? :)

One final thought:
I'm SO excited to hear how you are using the month section in your LifeBook. If you've got
some themes that you're pumped about, send me an email sharing a few! Or if you're adding
something to your month page that I didn't mention here, please let me know. I'm always
interested in how others are using their LifeBook to suit their own needs!

~mandy

P.S. What's next? Our time is wrapping up with Session Five: Mastering the Day-to-Day. This
is where we will conquer the planner section of your book, giving it a layout and organizational
structure that is JUST RIGHT for you!!

mandythompson.com/lifebook-sessions password:lifebookers


